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Abstract
Labor unions have long been important political actors, mobilizing voters, shaping 
their members’ attitudes, and influencing representation and economic inequality. 
However, little is known regarding unions’ influence on political knowledge. In this 
paper, I argue that unions increase their members’ political knowledge through two 
mechanisms: direct information provision and workplace discussion of politics. I use 
data from recent national election surveys and a matching technique, showing that 
union members, particularly those with less formal education, who face higher costs 
in seeking out political information, are significantly more politically knowledgeable 
than their non-union counterparts and better informed about where political par-
ties and candidates stand on the issues. I conclude by discussing unions’ capacity to 
reduce knowledge gaps and foster a more politically informed electorate.
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Introduction

The American mass public exhibits a “general impoverishment of political thought” 
(Campbell et  al. 1960,  p. 543). Indeed, democracy suffers if people are making 
political decisions grounded in ignorance (Achen and Bartels 2016). By one meas-
ure, nearly one in four American cast votes inconsistent with their preferences, with 
similar levels observed cross-nationally (Lau et al. 2008, 2014). This matters, given 
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that several recent presidential elections in the United States were decided by razor 
thin margins in a few swing states. Changes in the electorate’s levels of political 
knowledge could have altered these results, potentially awarding the presidency to 
the other party (e.g., Bartels 1996; Fowler and Margolis 2014).

Past research, examining the determinants of political knowledge, has empha-
sized demographics such as education (e.g., Barabas et  al. 2014; Carpini et  al. 
1996; Highton 2009), gender (e.g., Dolan 2011; Dow 2009; Fraile and Gomez 
2017; Mondak and Anderson 2004; Jerit and Barabas 2016), and race (e.g., Abra-
jano 2015; Pérez 2015), as well as media consumption (e.g., Barabas and Jerit 2009; 
Jr et  al. 2000; Jerit 2009; Mondak 1995; Prior 2005). Despite their long political 
prominence, labor unions have received scant attention in studies of political knowl-
edge. Unions mobilize voters and increase political participation (e.g., Asher et al. 
2001; Flavin and Radcliff 2011; Francia and Orr 2014; Leighley and Nagler 2007), 
and influence their members’ voting behavior (e.g., Francia and Bigelow 2010), and 
political attitudes (e.g., Ahlquist et  al. 2014; Kim and Margalit 2017; Mosimann 
and Pontusson 2017). Unions also shape public policy liberalism (Radcliff and Saiz 
1998), economic inequality (e.g., Bartels 2008; Bucci 2018; Western and Rosenfeld 
2011; Brady et al. 2013; Ahlquist 2017), and how elected officials vote (Becher et al. 
2018; Ellis 2013; Flavin 2016; Lamare 2016). Despite the important role that unions 
play in the political arena, we know very little about their influence on political 
knowledge, a central construct in public opinion and political behavior (e.g., Althaus 
2003; Carpini et al. 1996; Zaller 1992).

In this paper, I argue that labor unions influence political knowledge, informing 
their members about politics through two mechanisms: direct information provi-
sion and workplace discussion. Across twenty advanced democracies, Iversen and 
Soskice (2015) find a positive association between union membership and political 
knowledge. While an important finding, union membership is not the main variable 
of interest in their paper. As such, the mechanisms through which union member-
ship influences political knowledge are not fully considered, nor is heterogeneity in 
this relationship across educational attainment.

To assess the relationship between union membership and political knowledge, I 
employ survey data from the 2012 American National Election Study (ANES) and 
2004 National Annenberg Election Study (NAES), and use exact matching to help 
address the non-random nature of union membership. Results show that union mem-
bers, particularly those with the least formal education, who face greater costs in 
acquiring political information, are significantly more informed about general politi-
cal knowledge, and more accurately perceive where political parties and candidates 
stand on a variety of issues.1

This paper contributes to our understanding of both political knowledge and of 
labor unions. It shows that political knowledge is not solely influenced by factors 
such as education, gender, race, and media consumption. Labor unions can play an 

1 Replication data, code to reproduce tables/figures for this paper, as well as the online supplemental 
appendix can be found at the Political Behavior Dataverse (https ://datav erse.harva rd.edu/datav erse/polbe 
havio r).

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/polbehavior
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/polbehavior
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important role as well. Declining union membership can thus deprive people, par-
ticularly the less educated, of a vital source of political information. This research 
also has implications for political equality. Labor unions can help to reduce “knowl-
edge gaps” and bring more people into the political process, giving “voice” to 
those who would otherwise not be heard (Schlozman et al. 2012). As Carpini et al. 
(1996, p. 8) note, “political information is to democratic politics what money is to 
economics: it is the currency of citizenship.”

How Unions Inform Their Members

I argue that two mechanisms, direct information provision, and workplace discus-
sion of politics, increase the political knowledge levels of union members. Ideally, I 
could randomly assign union membership, or at least directly observe labor unions 
providing their members with political information. However, such a research design 
is not feasible with available survey data. Though I cannot randomly assign union 
membership, nor directly test these mechanisms, I make a strong effort to bring a 
variety of evidence to bear in support of these two mechanisms, building on a previ-
ous finding by Iversen and Soskice (2015) that demonstrates a link between union 
membership and political knowledge.

Direct Information Provision

Labor unions are inherently political organizations, seeking to mobilize their nearly 
16 million members for political action. In doing so, unions provide several direct 
sources of information to their members, sending out emails, newsletters, and flyers 
to their members. For example, the AFL-CIO, the largest union organization in the 
United States with nearly 13 million members, sends out weekly emails providing 
information about organizing efforts, legislative victories, and candidate endorse-
ments (Francia 2006, pp. 26–28). Unions also invest considerable time, money, and 
manpower into elections. As Asher et al. state, “the core of the political power of 
unions comes from their ability to deliver the votes of their members” (Asher et al. 
2001, p. 26). Indeed, union members participate at higher rates, both in the United 
States (e.g., Kerrissey and Schofer 2013; Leighley and Nagler 2007) and cross-
nationally (e.g., Flavin and Radcliff 2011; Radcliff and Davis 2000). In mobilizing 
their members, unions also provide them with information, endorsing candidates 
and highlighting important issues. Labor unions’ electoral activity provides a direct 
source of political information to their members. This campaign activity not only 
mobilizes voters, but also reflects a considerable transmission of political informa-
tion from unions to their members. Indeed, campaigns and electoral mobilization 
can help people to learn about the candidates and issues.(e.g., Arceneaux 2006; Gel-
man and King 1993; Holbrook 2002; Peterson 2009).

Consider the following campaign activity by organized labor in recent election 
years. In 2004, 30 million union households received mail from the AFL-CIO, 
while 90 percent of union households in battleground states received some piece of 
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political information from the AFL-CIO, be it a pamphlet, flyer, or newsletter (Fran-
cia 2006, p. 158). In the 2008 elections, 250,000 volunteers made 76 million phone 
calls, sent out 57 million pieces of mail, and distributed 27 million worksite fliers.2 
In 2012, hundreds of thousands of union volunteers mobilized voters, knocking on 
doors and making phone calls, particularly in key swing states such as Ohio where 
800,000 voters were contacted by union members.3 In 2016, the AFL-CIO enlisted 
thousands of volunteers and sent millions of pieces of mail in a massive mobiliza-
tion effort encouraging members to vote and support pro-union candidates.4

In between elections, unions also keep their members abreast of political issues. 
The AFL-CIO’s Legislative Action Committee (LAC) helps educate members about 
relevant legislation and how legislators have addressed issues (Francia 2006,  p. 
123). The AFL-CIO also sends out weekly emails to members providing informa-
tion about organizing efforts, legislative victories, and endorsements of candidates 
(Francia 2006, pp. 26–28). Union leaders serve as liaisons for workers, communi-
cating their concerns to politicians and then articulating elected officials’ positions 
back to union employees (Zullo 2004). Union members receive this information 
relatively costlessly, while their non-union counterparts would have to invest time 
to seek out analogous information about salient legislation and political candidates. 
Consider the following press release from the AFL-CIO, a part of which is displayed 
in Fig. 1, regarding President Trump’s proposed 2018 budget.5 Simply by belonging 
to a union organization such as the AFL-CIO, people receive a bullet-point sum-
mary of President Trump’s budget proposal, something that is for most individuals, 
a complex policy to understand. In contrast, people who do not belong to a labor 
union are likely to face greater costs in obtaining and understanding information 
regarding this budget proposal.

The AFL-CIO’s blog similarly made information available regarding the 2017 
Republican tax bill, and then provides members with information about how to 
contact their senator and voice their opinion.6 Labor unions also make information 
available to their members regarding union stances on a variety of issues, includ-
ing Supreme Court and cabinet nominations, immigration policies, and health 
care, providing members with a direct, top-down source of information about these 
political topics that their non-union counterparts likely lack, and would face greater 
costs in seeking out.7 Union members also have easy access to additional political 
information, receiving text messages and emails simply by entering their informa-
tion on the AFL-CIO’s website. In short, labor unions help to reduce the costs of 

3 https ://theca ucus.blogs .nytim es.com/2012/11/07/labor -union s-claim -credi t-for-obama s-victo ry/.
4 https ://aflci o.org/press /relea ses/afl-cio-plans -final -groun d-game-labor -2016-campa ign.
5 https ://aflci o.org/press /relea ses/afl-cio-analy sis-presi dent-donal d-trump s-fy-2018-budge t.
6 https ://aflci o.org/2017/11/16/house -repub lican s-throw -trill ions-dolla rs-milli onair es-and-corpo ratio ns-
hope-nobod y-will.
7 https ://aflci o.org/what-union s-do/socia l-econo mic-justi ce/advoc acy/legis lativ e-alert s.

2 https ://web.archi ve.org/web/20081 10605 1952/http://blog.aflci o.org/2008/11/05/union -voter s-helpe 
d-prope l-obama -worki ng-famil y-candi dates -to-victo ry.

https://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/07/labor-unions-claim-credit-for-obamas-victory/
https://aflcio.org/press/releases/afl-cio-plans-final-ground-game-labor-2016-campaign
https://aflcio.org/press/releases/afl-cio-analysis-president-donald-trumps-fy-2018-budget
https://aflcio.org/2017/11/16/house-republicans-throw-trillions-dollars-millionaires-and-corporations-hope-nobody-will
https://aflcio.org/2017/11/16/house-republicans-throw-trillions-dollars-millionaires-and-corporations-hope-nobody-will
https://aflcio.org/what-unions-do/social-economic-justice/advocacy/legislative-alerts
https://web.archive.org/web/20081106051952/http://blog.aflcio.org/2008/11/05/union-voters-helped-propel-obama-working-family-candidates-to-victory
https://web.archive.org/web/20081106051952/http://blog.aflcio.org/2008/11/05/union-voters-helped-propel-obama-working-family-candidates-to-victory
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acquiring knowledge about politics.8 Overall, unions provide their members with a 
variety of direct information sources, via emails, newsletters, and campaign mobi-
lization, something that helps people to learn about the parties and candidates. In 

Fig. 1  Unions provide their members with political information

8 The AFL-CIO is an umbrella organization consisting of 56 labor unions, ranging from letter carri-
ers, to metal workers, to carpenters, to teachers. This includes a large majority of the union members 
in the United States https ://www.infop lease .com/busin ess-finan ce/labor -union s/natio nal-labor -organ izati 
ons-membe rship -over-10000 0. A smaller umbrella organization is called Change to Win, which has over 
5 million members and consists of: the United Farm Workers, SEIU, and the Teamsters https ://www.influ 
encew atch.org/labor -union /chang e-to-win/. Though smaller than the AFL-CIO, this organization is simi-
larly politically active. In short, most union members belong to a larger organization that is well-funded 
and politically active, and thus has the ability to easily provide political information to members, particu-
larly in the era of modern electronic communication.

https://www.infoplease.com/business-finance/labor-unions/national-labor-organizations-membership-over-100000
https://www.infoplease.com/business-finance/labor-unions/national-labor-organizations-membership-over-100000
https://www.influencewatch.org/labor-union/change-to-win/
https://www.influencewatch.org/labor-union/change-to-win/
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short, unions’ direct information provision to their members should result in union 
members being more politically knowledgeable than their non-union counterparts.

Workplace Discussion of Politics

Americans spend considerable time in the workplace. According to the 2015 Ameri-
can Time Use Survey from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), Americans work-
ing full-time spent an average of 8.1 h a day engaged in work-related activities.9 The 
workplace is also a social environment. Most people do not perform their tasks in 
a solitary manner, but do so around and in collaboration with others. Democratic 
politics takes place in a similar fashion (e.g., Berelson et al. 1954; Huckfeldt 2001; 
McClurg 2006), in that political discussion within social networks has the capacity 
to inform. Workplace discussion has the potential to cultivate social capital and thus 
the potential to inform. As Putnam (2000, p. 343) notes, “social capital allows politi-
cal information to spread.”

Ahlquist et al. (2014) illustrate unions’ informational capacity in a study of sup-
port for trade liberalization among unionized dockworkers in the U.S. West Coast. 
The authors note that unionized dockworkers have a material self-interest in sup-
porting trade liberalization, as this would increase the volume of trade and thus the 
growth of dock work opportunities. However, these workers, represented by the 
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU), opposed the policy of trade 
liberalization and followed the position of the union in forming their views. Work-
ers’ attitudes on trade liberalization were influenced by the union’s position through 
a socialization mechanism with ILWU members being frequently exposed to union 
trade positions through meetings, union-managed training, and the union newspaper 
and website. Kim and Margalit (2017) also note labor unions’ ability to inform their 
members via workplace discussion. Kim and Margalit found that the frequency with 
which trade issues were discussed increased members’ familiarity with their unions’ 
trade policy stances and influenced their attitudes on free trade policy.

People who are in an environment where political discussion is more com-
monplace, are likely to be exposed to information about politics (e.g., Mutz and 
Mondak 2006; Straits 1991). Workplace discussion in and of itself is unlikely to 
facilitate political knowledge; the discussion must be politically relevant (Ron-
ald and Huckfeldt 1998). This is more likely to be the case in union workplaces. 
Labor unions frequently hold meetings, and compared to other civic organiza-
tions such as voluntary groups or church, politics is much more likely to be a 
central theme (Kerrissey and Schofer 2013). As such, union members are more 
likely (than their non-union counterparts) to be exposed to discussion about polit-
ical candidates, parties, and issues. Table 1 shows that union members report dis-
cussing politics at higher rates than their non-union counterparts, supporting the 
argument that political discussion, and thus the potential for political informa-
tion transmission, is greater in union workplaces. Data from the 2004 National 

9 https ://www.bls.gov/news.relea se/pdf/atus.pdf.

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/atus.pdf
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Annenberg Election Study (NAES) in Table 2 similarly shows that union mem-
bers engage in more frequent workplace discussion of politics.

Discussion of politics is more commonplace in labor unions than in non-union 
workplaces. By having more opportunities in which to discuss politics, but also 
being in an environment where political discussion is more commonplace, union 
members can become more politically informed. Past research has utilized panel data 
to show that more frequent political discussion positively influences political knowl-
edge (e.g., Jr et al. 2005, 2006). Engaging in more frequent political discussion, but 
also being exposed to more frequent discussion, i.e., what people likely experience 
simply by belonging to a union, should, I argue, influence political knowledge. In 
short, discussion in the workplace, through the union, provides a means of acquiring 
information about politics.10 Jerit et al. (2006) argue that the context in which indi-
viduals are embedded, one characterized by a high volume of political information 
flows versus one in which people lack access to political information, can influence 
their knowledge levels. In short, labor unions, via more frequent political discussion, 
offer an information environment that promotes higher levels of political knowledge 
among their members.

Unions, Education, and Political Knowledge

As a result of two mechanisms: direct information provision to members, via emails, 
newsletters, and electoral mobilization, and workplace discussion of politics, union 
membership should be associated with higher levels of political knowledge. How-
ever, union membership should not have the same influence on all individuals. It is 
costly to become politically informed (Downs 1957). Not all people face the same 
costs, however. In particular, less educated individuals face greater costs in acquir-
ing political information. As a result, “knowledge gaps” emerge among an already 
poorly informed mass public. This is troubling both for democratic governance and 
political equality. As Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996, p. 5) note, “a central resource 
for democratic participation is political information.”

Education is a powerful determinant of political knowledge and plays a crucial 
role in peoples’ ability to evaluate candidates and understand politics (e.g., Galston 
2001; Rosenstone and Hansen 1993). Indeed, engaging with the political world 
requires an investment of time (e.g., Brady et al. 1995) and expenditure of cogni-
tive resources (e.g., Luskin 1990). So too does acquiring political information (e.g., 
Carpini et  al. 1996; Zaller 1992). For less educated individuals, acquiring politi-
cal information is particularly costly, the result of lower cognitive capacity or less 

10 In the Supplemental Appendix, I use data from the pre and post election components of the 2012 
ANES (serving here as a panel), regressing post-election political knowledge on workplace discussion 
of politics, controlling for pre-election political knowledge, demographics, and interest in politics. The 
results from this regression show that more frequent workplace discussion of politics is positively and 
significantly associated with higher levels of political knowledge. I view this analysis as further evidence 
(and arguably stronger evidence than a cross-sectional analysis) in support of a proposed mechanism by 
which union membership influences political knowledge, via workplace discussion of politics.
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exposure to political information that comes along with more years of formal educa-
tion (Barabas et al. 2014).

In a panel study of 50 neighborhoods in two Brazilian cities, Smith (2016) found 
that political discussion had a stronger influence on the factual political knowledge 
levels of less educated individuals as it helped reduce the costs of acquiring political 
information. Campbell and Niemi (2016) found that stricter U.S. high school civ-
ics requirements, and the courses that accompanied them, increased students’ politi-
cal knowledge, but that these civics courses had a stronger influence on the politi-
cal knowledge of young people who were exposed to less political information at 
home and in their social networks. This disproportionately stronger influence on the 
knowledge levels of people who are not regularly exposed to political information 
and who face greater costs in acquiring it, is something Campbell and Niemi term 
the “compensation hypothesis.” I expect labor unions to similarly reduce informa-
tional costs. More highly educated people possess a greater store of factual politi-
cal knowledge (Barabas et al. 2014), as well as the resources (Brady et al. 1995), 
and cognitive capacity to more easily seek out and understand political information 
(e.g., Lau and Redlawsk 2006). As such, union membership should have a weaker 
influence on the political knowledge levels of the better educated than on the less 
well-educated.

Unions mobilize their members for political action (e.g., Flavin and Hartney 
2015; Leighley and Nagler 2007; Radcliff and Davis 2000), providing them with 
direct sources of political information (Zullo 2004; Francia 2006). They also reflect 
a work environment in which politics are more likely to be discussed and thus politi-
cal information disseminated (e.g., Kerrissey and Schofer 2013; Ahlquist et  al. 
2014; Kim and Margalit 2017). Both of these mechanisms, I argue, facilitate the 
flow of political information, resulting in union members being more politically 

Table 1  How often do you discuss politics at work? Source is the 2012 ANES

Note A t test shows a significant difference between union and non-union members (t = 4.013, p = 0.000)

Never Hardly ever Sometimes A lot

% N % N % N % N

Union members 12.7 (37) 22.7 (66) 47.4 (138) 17.2 (50)
Non-union members 17.0 (381) 31.0 (695) 40.4 (904) 11.6 (259)

Table 2  How many days in the past week did you discuss politics with people at work? Source is the 
2012 ANES

Note A t test shows a significant difference between union and non-union members (t = 13.031, p = 
0.000)

0 days 1–2 days 3–4 days 5–7 days

% N % N % N % N

Union members 31.7 (1969) 24.9 (1542) 19.5 (1210) 23.9 (1483)
Non-union members 38.2 (18,183) 26.4 (12,585) 17.4 (8,278) 18.0 (8,600)
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knowledgeable. Furthermore, the democratized environment of labor unions, involv-
ing non-management employees in decision-making, should cultivate civic skills 
among those who most need them, involving people (the less educated) who would 
otherwise eschew politics. Union mobilization efforts and information provision 
regarding candidates and issues, via emails and newsletters, also reach all members, 
rather than just the well-informed. Union meetings, where political issues should 
be among the topics of discussion, also involve rank and file workers including the 
less educated, thus providing them with a valuable source of information. In short, 
unions should disproportionately inform their less educated members the most, 
people who face greater costs and cognitive disadvantages in the quest for political 
information. I do not explicitly posit that union membership will have no effect for 
the more highly educated (Rainey 2014), but I do expect that union membership will 
matter more for people with less formal education.

Research Design

Exact Matching

Although people join unions for economic, rather than political reasons (Ahlquist 
and Margaret 2013; Ahlquist 2017; Iversen and Soskice 2015; Mosimann and 
Pontusson 2017), union membership is not randomly assigned. As such potential 
confounders, variables that influence both union membership and political knowl-
edge, could introduce bias. While I cannot randomly assign union membership, I 
can attempt to address potential confounders. Beyond including demographics and 
political interest as statistical controls, I also employ a matching strategy to achieve 
balance between the treatment (union member) and control (non-union member) 
groups on a set of theoretically relevant covariates.11 For both the ANES and NAES, 
I employ exact matching on the following covariates that I can plausibly assume 
to be pre-treatment and unrelated to “treatment assignment” (whether someone 
belongs to a labor union or not): gender (female vs. male), race (white vs. non-
white), education (high school or less, some college, college degree), and survey 
mode (online vs. in-person), and whether an individual resides in a swing state.12 
After exact matching on these covariates, I regressed political knowledge on union 

11 I used the “MatchIt” package in R. For the 2012 ANES, 68 observations did not have an exact match, 
and were dropped. For the 2004 NAES, all observations had an exact match.
12 The 2012 ANES was conducted both online and in-person. Online survey takers tend to exhibit higher 
knowledge scores, potentially a result of looking up answers (e.g., Clifford and Jerit 2016). The 2004 
Annenberg study was conducted entirely over the phone. In 2004, swing states were: Colorado, Florida, 
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylva-
nia, and Wisconsin. In 2012, swing states were: Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Nevada, New Hamp-
shire, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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membership, controlling for several theoretically relevant variables associated with 
political knowledge.13

Independent Variables

The primary independent variable is a measure of union membership.14 As control 
variables, I include the following demographics: race (white = 1, non-white = 0), 
gender (female = 1, male = 0), age (in years), age-squared (to account for the nega-
tive influence of advanced age), income (categories differ across surveys), marital 
status (married = 1, unmarried = 0), unemployment (unemployed = 1, not unem-
ployed = 0) and formal education, another key explanatory variable (High school or 
less = 1, some college = 2, college degree = 3). I also include a measure of interest 
in politics, asking people how often they follow what is going on in government 
and public affairs/politics (five categories for the 2012 ANES, four categories for 
the 2004 NAES). Finally, I include measures of church attendance (never = 1, a 
few times a year = 2, once or twice a month = 3, once a week = 4, more than once 
a week = 5), an organization that has been linked to increased political engagement 
and cultivation of civic skills and social capital (Brady et al. 1995; Campbell 2004; 
Putnam 2000).15 I also include state fixed effects and cluster standard errors by state. 
The inclusion of fixed effects take into account any state-level factors that may influ-
ence political knowledge, such as presidential campaign intensity. Clustering takes 
into account potential correlation among errors within each state, and independence 
across states.

13 Matching is certainly not a panacea, and the inability to randomly assign union membership is a 
potential issue. I also run a model using non-matched 2012 ANES data (including the matching covari-
ates as controls, rather than first matching and then including them as controls). The results are virtually 
the same. Nevertheless, I opt to use the matching technique as it does help to ensure balance on sev-
eral important correlates of political knowledge, and can help to bolster confidence in the validity of the 
results.
14 People who live in a union household, but are not union members themselves are coded as non-union 
members. Although unions may target households, not just its members, during an election, household 
members i.e. a spouse, child, or sibling, who is not a member of the union him/herself are unlikely to 
be exposed to the full cadre of union information flows, activities that result from actually being in the 
union; i.e., discussion of politics. Furthermore, I lack sufficient observations (only 234 individuals in 
the 2012 ANES are in a union household, but not members themselves) to separately examine union 
household members. By doing this, and including several “treated” (union) observations in the “control” 
(non-union) group, I am likely biasing the union “effect” downward, i.e., resulting in a more conservative 
estimate. Examining the influence of union membership on people in union households, but not in union 
members themselves, i.e., assessing whether there is a “contagion effect” from living in a union house-
hold, but not belonging to the union, is interesting to examine, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
15 I do not include frequency of workplace discussion of politics as a control variable here, because this 
question was only asked to online respondents in the 2012 ANES, and thus including it would drastically 
reduce the sample size. I do, however, run models that include this as a control using data from the 2004 
NAES. The results from this model, displayed in the supplemental appendix, show that union member-
ship is associated with higher levels of political knowledge even when this control is included.
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Dependent Variable: Political Knowledge

For the 2012 ANES, I make use of a large battery of questions. These questions ask 
respondents general political facts such as how long a U.S. Senate term is, how many 
terms someone can serve as president, and who currently serves in certain political 
offices. I also use questions asking about the Democratic and Republican Parties’ 
ideology, and their placement on a series of seven-point scales (e.g., services and 
spending, aid to blacks, and government health insurance). I use analogous place-
ment questions for Barack Obama and Mitt Romney. The dependent variable is thus 
an additive summary of how many political knowledge questions a respondent got 
correct (out of 41 possible).16

Questions from the 2012 ANES are focused on both general knowledge, i.e. how 
long a U.S. senator’s term is, and how many terms someone may serve as president, 
and more policy-specific knowledge, i.e., where Barack Obama and Mitt Romney 
should be placed on the seven-point government health insurance scale, and where 
the Democratic and Republican Parties stand on defense spending.17 Most of the 
knowledge questions utilized here are what Barabas et  al. would term “static,” in 
that they do not ask about events or figures who are salient in the news media at a 
particular time (Barabas et al. 2014).18

Do Unions Inform Their Members?

Figure 2 presents OLS coefficients illustrating the influence of union membership 
on political knowledge, based on data from the 2012 ANES.19 Union members 
with a high-school diploma or less answered approximately 1.6 additional ques-
tions correctly (compared to their non-union counterparts). The difference was 0.9 
for union members with some college education (although the coefficient fell just 
short of significance, p = 0.104). Among people with a college degree, there were 

19 OLS coefficients are displayed here for greater ease of interpretability and because of the large num-
ber of knowledge questions. I also run Poisson models, for both the 2012 ANES and 2004 NAES, dis-
playing results in the supplemental appendix. Results are similar to the OLS specification. See the sup-
plemental appendix for all regression models associated with the figures and tables displayed here.

16 See the supplemental appendix for a full listing of all knowledge questions. For the office currently 
held by John Roberts, the ANES coding scheme is (0, 0.5, or 1), reflecting incorrect, partially correct, 
or correct answers. I keep with the ANES coding and use the 0.5 designation for this question. All other 
knowledge questions (for both the 2012 ANES and 2004 NAES) are coded: correct = 1, incorrect = 0.
17 These are seven-point scales, asking respondents to place candidates and/or parties. If people placed 
the candidate/party on the right side of the scale then they are coded as being correct. For example, the 
services and spending scale is coded so that 1 = the lowest level of spending spending and services, 4 = 
a midpoint, and 7 = the highest level of spending and services. If a respondent placed the Democratic 
Party at either 5, 6, or 7, then they would be correct. Had they placed the Democratic Party at 1, 2, 3, or 
4, indicating that it takes a conservative or moderate position on this issue, then they would be coded as 
incorrect.
18 The questions asking about Obama and Romney’s positions on government spending scales, for exam-
ple, are repeated across ANES surveys, and most previous nominees would be placed similarly (to the 
left or right of the midpoint) as Obama and Romney were.
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no statistically significant differences between the knowledge levels of union and 
non-union members (p = 0.667), consistent with the argument that unions reduce 
the costs of seeking out political information, something that primarily benefits the 
less educated.20

Unions, Education, and Political Knowledge Gaps

To better illustrate quantities of interest and demonstrate how unions can reduce 
information disparities among the mass public, I display predicted political knowl-
edge scores, i.e., the number of questions correct out of 41 (based on the OLS model 
displayed in Fig.  2) by union membership and educational attainment in Table  3. 
The predicted knowledge score for someone with a college degree is 27.9. For peo-
ple with less than a high school diploma it is 23.4. This 4.5 question “knowledge 
gap” reflects a non-trivial information disparity. Another way of conveying this is 
that someone with a high school education is 19 percent less politically knowledge-
able [((4.5/23.4) × 100] than someone with a college degree.

Labor unions help to reduce these knowledge disparities. Non-union members 
with a high school diploma or less have a predicted knowledge score of 23.2. In 
contrast, union members had a predicted knowledge score of 24.8. In other words, 
the knowledge gap between non-union members with a high school diploma or less 
and college graduates (all respondents) is 4.7 questions (27.9–23.2). This gap is 3.1 
questions for union members (27.9–24.8). For people with a high school diploma 
or less, union membership reduces the knowledge gap with college graduates by 34 
percent ((1.6/4.7) × 100).

In Table 4, I further illustrate the substantive findings, comparing the influence of 
union membership (for the least educated) to changes in several other correlates of 
political knowledge. For people with a high school diploma or less, (1.6 additional 
questions correct), moving from non-union to union membership increases their 
political knowledge by a comparable amount as increasing someone’s income from 
between $20,000–$40,000 up to between $40,000– $60,000 (1.0 additional ques-
tions answered correctly), or increasing someone’s interest in politics from “about 
half the time” to “most of the time” (2.5 additional questions answered correctly). 
The influence of union membership (for the least educated) also compares favora-
bly to the difference between men and women (1.3 questions) and the difference 
between whites and non-whites (2.3 questions). In short, while relatively modest, 
the effect size of union membership is not trivial.

20 Several of the independent variables included here could potentially be post-treatment, i.e. influenced 
by union membership. This could bias estimates (e.g., Acharya et al. 2016). To address concerns, I run 
additional models that drop the following variables that could plausibly be viewed as post treatment: 
income, church attendance, unemployment, marital status, and interest in politics. I also run a simple 
baseline model that only includes the union × education interaction. Some models show that union mem-
bership is associated with higher political knowledge for people with some college education, but no 
degree. Regardless of the specification, however, results are non-significant for people with a college 
degree. See the Supplemental Appendix for the results of these regression models.
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Results from the 2012 ANES show that union membership positively and signifi-
cantly influences political knowledge, but only for less educated individuals. Rather 
than only informing the better educated, and thus exacerbating knowledge dispari-
ties, unions provide knowledge in a more egalitarian manner, reducing disparities by 
informing the less educated, for whom acquiring political knowledge is more costly.

Robustness of Findings

Additional Years

One concern is that the results are specific to the 2012 ANES, i.e., that they do not 
hold in additional years or surveys. To address this, I also run models using data 
from the 2004 National Annenberg Election Study (NAES), using a mix of both 
general political knowledge, i.e., which branch of government deems laws uncon-
stitutional, and policy stances taken by the presidential candidates. The 2004 NAES 
survey is a rolling cross-sectional study (conducted from before the presidential pri-
maries until shortly after the November election) and thus not all respondents were 
asked all questions. The seven questions used here reflect a fairly similar, albeit 
smaller, index of political knowledge as those in the 2012 ANES. Results in Fig. 3 
show that union membership positively and significantly influences political knowl-
edge for the less educated, but does not make a significant difference for more highly 
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Fig. 2  Union Membership and Political Knowledge by Educational Attainment. Note Marginal effects 
based on an OLS regression model. Bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals. N = 4880. Source is 
the 2012 ANES
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educated individuals. Overall, the use of an additional election year, with a different 
set of knowledge questions, should serve to bolster confidence in the results.

I also consider whether the ability of labor unions to inform their members is 
time-bound. In 1995, John Sweeney was elected president of the AFL-CIO, and 
sought to revitalize union efforts in the electoral arena, starting with the 1996 elec-
tions (Jacobson 1999; Minchin 2013). As such, it is possible that as a result of 
stronger union mobilization efforts, information dissemination to members is more 
frequent and thus unions have greater capacity to inform in the past two decades, as 
compared to the 1970s and 1980s.

To examine this, I use data from the Cumulative American National Election 
Studies (CANES) from 1968–2016. I regress the subjective interviewer assessment 
of a respondent’s political knowledge (an imperfect measure, compared to objec-
tive factual questions, but one that is available over a long period of time) on an 
interaction of union membership and education. Results from these simple models 

Table 3  Union membership and 
predicted knowledge levels by 
educational attainment Source is 
the 2012 ANES

Note Predicted knowledge levels are based on the OLS model in 
Fig. 2. Brackets show 95 percent confidence intervals. Difference is 
between non-union and union members

HS or less Some college College degree

All respondents 23.4 25.9 27.9
[23.0, 23.8] [25.5, 26.3] [27.6, 28.2]

Non-union members 23.2 25.8 28.0
[22.8, 23.6] [25.4, 26.2] [27.7, 28.3]

Union members 24.8 26.7 27.8
[23.7, 25.8] [25.7, 27.8] [26.9, 28.6]

95% CI for difference [0.5, 2.7] [− 0.2, 2.0] [− 1.1, 0.7]

Table 4  Comparing the political knowledge gains of union membership Source is the 2012 ANES

Note Predicted values are based on the OLS model in Fig. 2. Shows the predicted number of additional 
questions that a respondent answers correctly. Change from non-union to union is calculated by setting 
education to HS or less. Changes for income and interest in politics are for all respondents. Brackets 
show 95 percent confidence intervals

Knowledge Increase

Labor union Non-member → Member
23.2 24.8 1.6
[22.8, 23.6] [25.4, 26.2] [0.5, 2.7]

Income $20,000 to $40,000 → $40,000 to $60,000
25.2 26.2 1.0
[24.9, 25.5] [25.8, 26.7] [0.4, 1.6]

Interest in politics About half the time → Most of the time
25.0 27.5 2.5
[24.6, 25.4] [27.2, 27.8] [2.0, 3.0]
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in Table 5 show that union membership is associated with higher levels of political 
knowledge for the less educated, both pre and post-1996, suggesting that unions’ 
ability to inform is not bound to the past two decades.

Addressing Self‑selection into Labor Unions

Self-selection may also be of concern here. Again, though people join unions for 
economic, rather than political reasons (e.g., Ahlquist and Margaret 2013; Iversen 
and Soskice 2015; Mosimann and Pontusson 2017), it is possible that some more 
politically interested and active people gravitate toward joining unions. To address 
this, I leverage variation in labor laws across the U.S. states, following an approach 
taken by Kim and Margalit (2017). Many states have “right to work” (RTW) legisla-
tion, which bars unions from requiring people to join a union in a unionized work-
place. People in these states can still reap the benefits of the union without joining 
it, i.e., they can “free-ride,” and thus the economic incentives for joining a union are 
likely to be weaker. In short, if self-selection is driving the results observed here, 
union membership should have a significantly stronger influence in RTW states, 
i.e., results would be driven by politically interested individuals selecting into labor 
unions.21

To assess this, I subset the 2012 ANES data into states that have right to work 
legislation and states that do not, regressing political knowledge the same set of 
independent variables as in Fig. 2. Results in Table 6 (this and all other full regres-
sion models, including controls, are displayed in the supplemental appendix) show 
that self-selection is not driving the results. In fact, union membership has a non-
significant influence on political knowledge in right to work states meaning that the 
results displayed in Fig. 2 do not reflect self-selection, and are at best, a conserva-
tive estimate of the extent to which labor unions can boost their members’ political 
knowledge.

Public Versus Private Sector

I also examine whether the influence of union membership on political knowledge 
is different for private and public sector unions. Although U.S. labor union member-
ship has decline considerably over the past several decades, it has remained quite 
high in the public sector. Current Population Survey (CPS) data from 2017 shows 
that 34.4% of public sector employees belong to a union, compared to 6.5% in the 
private sector.22 Though I expect unions of all stripes to influence political knowl-
edge, it is possible that public sector unions, which have remained stronger in terms 

21 States are coded as right to work if they have implemented legislation prior to 2012. http://www.ncsl.
org/resea rch/labor -and-emplo yment /right -to-work-laws-and-bills .aspx.
22 http://www.union stats .com/.

http://www.ncsl.org/research/labor-and-employment/right-to-work-laws-and-bills.aspx
http://www.ncsl.org/research/labor-and-employment/right-to-work-laws-and-bills.aspx
http://www.unionstats.com/
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of membership, than their private sector counterparts, are better organized and thus 
more likely to disseminate political information.23

To test this possibility, I use data from the 2004 NAES, which has a larger sample 
size than the 2012 ANES, and thus allows for me to split up the data by public and 
private sector employment. I interact union membership with education, controlling 
for the same set of variables in Fig. 3. Results in Table 7 show that both public and 
private sector unions can inform their members, suggesting that it is membership in 
a labor union, rather than public versus private sector membership, is what matters 
for political knowledge.
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Fig. 3  Union membership and political knowledge by educational attainment. Note Marginal effects 
based on an OLS regression model. Bars represent 95 percent confidence intervals. N = 13,894. Source 
is the 2004 NAES

23 It is also possible that results differ by industry, but it is likely that these differences would emerge 
for specific issues rather than for general political knowledge. For example, people who belong to a 
steelworkers union in the private sector would likely be well-informed about issues of free-trade, while 
people who belong to a teacher’s union in the public sector would be informed about education-related 
issues. In terms of more general political knowledge, I have no theoretical reason to expect that the inten-
sity of union communications or frequency of workplace discussion would be any higher in a steelwork-
ers union, as opposed to a union in food service. Furthermore, I do not have sufficient observations to 
split the data up by industry.
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Table 5  Union membership and political knowledge over time Source is the CANES (1968–2016, presi-
dential years only)

Dependent variable is interviewer assessment of political information
The coefficient for union membership is for people with HS or less
OLS coefficients
Robust standard errors in parentheses
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, two-tailed

(1) (2)
1968–1992 1996–2016

Union membership 0.275*** (0.032) 0.290*** (0.057)
HS or less (Ref.) – – – –
Some college 0.693*** (0.020) 0.576*** (0.026)
College degree 1.335*** (0.022) 1.158*** (0.026)
Union member × some college − 0.198*** (0.051) − 0.109 (0.081)
Union member × college degree − 0.192*** (0.064) − 0.309*** (0.078)
Year fixed effects? ✓ ✓
Observations 14,583 9989
R-squared 0.217 0.188

Table 6  Union membership and political knowledge by right to work state status Source is the 2012 
ANES

Dependent variable is a political knowledge score
The coefficient for union membership is for people with HS or less
OLS coefficients
Robust standard errors clustered by state in parentheses
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, two-tailed

(1) (2)
Non-RTW states RTW states

Union membership 1.974*** (0.586) 0.634 (1.566)
HS or less (Ref.) – – – –
Some college 2.862*** (0.406) 2.275*** (0.357)
College degree 5.056*** (0.248) 4.299*** (0.588)
Union member × some college − 1.123 (0.785) 0.520 (1.540)
Union member × college degree − 2.427*** (0.809) − 0.298 (1.590)
Controls? ✓ ✓
State Fixed Effects? ✓ ✓
Observations 2827 2053
R-squared 0.418 0.379
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Variation by State Union Strength

I also consider whether the influence of union membership varies by state labor 
union strength. It is possible that union information dissemination and workplace 
discussion is greater in states where union density is higher, and thus organized labor 
is a more prominent political actor with more resources, and thus greater capacity to 
inform its members. For instance, it is plausible that unions in South Carolina (3.3% 
membership in 2012) are not as politically active as their counterparts in New York 
(23.2% membership).24 To assess this possibility, I split up the 2012 ANES data into 
states that have above and below the median level of union membership. Results in 
Table  8 show that labor unions positively influence their less educated members’ 
political knowledge levels, but only in states with higher levels of union member-
ship. These findings suggests that the intensity and frequency of union information 
dissemination is greater in states where organized labor is stronger, and thus union 
members in these contexts benefit by being more politically knowledgeable. These 
findings also suggest that the main results from the 2012 ANES (presented in Fig. 2, 
and in Tables 3 and 4), including all states, are conservative estimates that under-sell 
the extent to which unions can inform their members.

Table 7  Union membership and political knowledge by sector Source is the 2004 NAES

Dependent variable is a political knowledge score
The coefficient for union membership is for people with HS or less
OLS coefficients
Robust standard errors clustered by state in parentheses
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, two-tailed

(1) (2)
Private sector Public sector

Union membership 0.246** (0.106) 0.499** (0.211)
HS or less (Ref.) – – – –
Some college 0.535*** (0.052) 0.312*** (0.112)
College degree 0.986*** (0.051) 0.946*** (0.099)
Union member × some college − 0.211 (0.148) − 0.170 (0.304)
Union member × college degree − 0.536*** (0.186) − 0.391* (0.204)
Controls? ✓ ✓
State fixed effects? ✓ ✓
Observations 6020 1884
R-squared 0.338 0.345

24 The correlation between state union membership and state RTW (right to work) status in 2012 is  
− 0.826.
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Unions, Knowledge, and Democratic Citizenship

Democratic governance benefits from more knowledgeable citizens, who are more 
likely to vote, volunteer their opinions in surveys, and make electoral decisions con-
sistent with their preferences (Carpini et al. 1996; Althaus 2003; Lau and Redlawsk 
2006). Politically knowledgeable citizens, i.e., sophisticates, tend to better under-
stand the left-right dimension of ideology and structure their attitudes along those 
dimensions (Converse 1964; Lupton et  al. 2015; Luskin 1990). Political sophisti-
cates not only participate at higher rates (Carpini et  al. 1996) but also “vote cor-
rectly,” more often making electoral choices consistent with their preferences (Lau 
et al. 2008). Political sophisticates tend to make more effective use of heuristics (Lau 
and Redlawsk 2001) and bring to bear more considerations when making political 
judgments (e.g., Gomez and Matthew Wilson 2001; Sniderman et al. 1991), leading 
to a more thoughtful and informed decision. Knowledgeable citizens also tend to be 
more politically tolerant (Brewer 2003; Mutz and Mondak 2006; Peffley et al. 2001) 
and hold meaningful opinions on the important political issues of the day (Zaller 
1992).

Some argue that information deficiencies can be overcome as people can rely 
on cues from the media and political elites (e.g., Lupia 1994, 2016; Popkin 1991). 
These information shortcuts may only serve to exacerbate knowledge disparities, 
however, given that more informed people tend to make better use of heuristics (Lau 
and Redlawsk 2001). Political knowledge matters, given that people’s attitudes and 
policy preferences would be different had they been more informed (e.g., Althaus 
2003; Gilens 2001; Kuklinski et al. 2000). In short, a more informed electorate in 
which less educated citizens are better informed, and thus political knowledge is 
more evenly distributed, is beneficial for democracy. Furthermore, among the prom-
inent correlates of political knowledge, including: race, gender, education, interest 
in politics, and media consumption, union membership is the only one that can be 
influenced by policymakers, i.e., via legislation that empowers or weakens organ-
ized labor.

U.S. labor union membership peaked at 35 percent of the workforce in 1953 
(Goldfield and Bromsen 2013). In 2016, less than 11 percent of American workers 
were unionized, according to updated Current Population Survey (CPS) data from 
Hirsch and Macpherson (2003). This decline, fueled in part by right-to-work leg-
islation (e.g., Moore 1998; Holger et al. 2004; Eren and Ozbeklik 2016), long pre-
sent in the American South, but also recently enacted in Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, 
Michigan, Missouri, and Kentucky, deprives individuals, particularly the less edu-
cated (Kerrissey and Schofer 2013; Rosenfeld 2014), not only of a source of politi-
cal mobilization (e.g., Asher et al. 2001; Flavin and Radcliff 2011; Francia and Orr 
2014) but also a crucial source of political information.25

25 At the time of this writing, Missouri voters had replealed their state’s right to work legislation. Never-
theless, many state Republican governments have recently focused their efforts on enacting right to work 
legislation. https ://www.npr.org/2018/08/08/63656 8530/misso uri-block s-right -to-work-law.

https://www.npr.org/2018/08/08/636568530/missouri-blocks-right-to-work-law
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Unions’ capacity to inform their members, particularly the less educated, as well 
as to mobilize them for political action, can increase civic engagement, affording 
more citizens a “voice” and ability to influence public policy. The less educated and 
less informed tend to eschew politics. Unions bring these people into political life, 
not only through mobilization efforts, but also by providing them with a source of 
political information. This expands the mass electorate, bringing more people, but 
crucially, more informed people into the political arena. By reducing informational 
disparities and “knowledge gaps,” unions can produce a more informed voting pub-
lic. When more people turn out to vote and have the political information needed to 
hold their elected representatives accountable, democratic governance benefits. Ber-
elson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee (1954, p. 308) state that “the democratic citizen is 
expected to be well informed about political affairs.” Labor unions can help ensure 
that people are better equipped to fill this role of democratic citizenship.
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